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COMMENT CONTENTS

Welcome. Xin Chao!

This is the premier edition of the 'ReUnification
Express', an electronic publication dedicated to the
railways of Vietnam both past and present, in both full
size and model form.

The intention is to publish every three months but
whether this can be achieved we will find out.

As I outline in my travel article later in this edition I
discovered Vietnam Railways on my second visit to
Vietnam in 2010 and the rest, as they say, is history.

I've now been to Vietnam five times so have had a
number of opportunities to ride on and observe the good
old DSVN/VNR (Duong Sat Viet Nam/Vietnam National
Railways).

Thap Cham station (Ga Thap Cham) seems to have
become my 'local' station as my wife's family lives not
too far away. Whenever we visit family I always spend a
few hours there. It's always interesting to visit even if
there are no actual trains moving. Thap Cham is a DSVN
depot to repair and renew freight rolling stock so there's
always something interesting in the yard. The staff must
wonder who this 'crazy' foreigner is!

This trip we visited the holiday/resort city of Nha Trang.
The station looks great but the 'reverse loop' is a little
confusing. Trains leave the station in one direction then
double back on themselves before heading in the other
direction! In the modelling world there is an old saying
"there's always a prototype for everything" and the Nha
Trang arrangement looks suspiciously like the curve at
either end of a 'round and round' layout hence "a
prototype for everything".

Finally as requested elsewhere in this edition we need
contributions to keep the emag going so if you have
photos, drawings, comments or anything else to
contribute please feel free to do so.

I hope you enjoy this issue.

David Gurnett
Editor and Publisher
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We're Looking For Contributions To This
Publication!!
In order to continue this publication any further than 1 or 2 issues we're

looking for contributions from anyone who has an interest in the railways of

Vietnam, whether it be technical, model, photographic or travel related.

If you have experienced railways in Vietnam, or are interested in making

models, or just have a fascination for locomotives and rolling stock, we'd love

to hear from you.

You can write in English or Vietnamese. Vietnamese will be translated if

necessary.

Please send any contributions to :

reunificationexpress@gmail.com

The Railways of Vietnam are fascinating aren't
they?

If you want to find out more you may find the
following websites of some interest:

Railways in Vietnam:

http: //www.railwaysinvietnam.com

Vietnam Railways Forum:

http: //daumaytoaxe.com

Vietnam National Railways Website
Duong Sat Viet Nam

http: //vr.com.vn
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These images are of a preproduction model
of the VNR D19E class. A small number were
made and presented to various railway
officials as part of the initial order from CSR.
The model appears to be in 1/87 HO scale
metre gauge (HOm). In the central photo it is
compared to an American Sante Fe Railroad
F7. The 'narrow' gauge of the track is very
clear. There are a couple of small detail
differences to the 'real' locomotive, but it's
pretty close. The photos were published on the
Vietnam Railways Forum. Apparently about
20 models were produced. Not sure whether
they were powered or not. I want one!

Below: I have so few photos of the roof of a D19E and none from
directly above so this will be very useful when I want to scratchbuild
one.



According to Wikipedia there were some 5400 crossings
of railway tracks in Vietnam in 2010 but only 750
(14%) had proper protection (gates and/or lights). Of the
3600 level crossings counted by Japanese engineers on
the northsouth mainline, 3000 had no protection.

Apparently more than 90% of rail accidents occur at
unprotected crossings. In 2011 some 264 people died in
rail related accidents. This is small compared to the
20,000 who died in road accidents, but it's still 264 too
many.

Vietnam is a developing country so funds are always
short. With improvements in infrastructure, education
campaigns and fencing, the problem will be overcome,
but it will take time.

David Gurnett

The Level Crossing Problem

OPINION

One of the major problems faced by railway operators
in Vietnam are the thousands of 'unofficial' level
crossings constructed accross rail tracks.

Because of these myriad crossings, driving a train is
dangerous work. Vehicles are hit and people die and are
injured almost every day. Many are privately built to
provide access to someone's house.

The Vietnamese press regularly publishes photos of
level crossing accidents with twisted wreckage and
injured people being taken to hospital.

In Australia railway operators have erected high fences
along each side of railway tracks often with barbed
wire or spikes. This arrangement is known as the rail
corridor and very large fines apply if people are found
within the rail corridor.

In Vietnam there is very little seperation of the general

public from the rail tracks. Traditionally trains were
very slow so may not have been such a problem. But
they are getting faster. I understand there have been
some experiments recently with 80kph speed limits in a
couple of higher quality track sections. I have
personally seen both freight and passenger trains
travelling at a speed that would be classified as fast in
any country.

There are 'official' level crossings with gates (usually
manually operated) and sometimes flashing lights. It's
quite a sight to see all the motorbikes lined up at the

gates while a train passes and then to watch the mad
rush as the gates are raised by rail staff!

In Saigon some attempt has been made to erect fences
on either side of the mainline, but in central Hanoi there
is little in the way of protection for either trains or the
public. Hanoi is quite famous for it's buildings right up
against the main line. You can almost reach out and
shake hands with people in their bedrooms.
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My first trip to Vietnam was in 2009

and despite having been a rail "buff"

for many years it didn’t even enter my

head that Vietnam might have a rail

system at all, let alone one as

interesting as the country actually had.

Even the fact that a friend had given

me several photos of Vietnamese trains

after her visit in the 1980’s didn’t jolt

my brain into taking more of an

interest.

It wasn’t until I returned to Australia

that the penny dropped. I had actually

crossed a track in Saigon and had

glimpsed some railway vehicles. Hmm,

maybe I should investigate further?

This I did and on my second visit in

2010 I was much better equipped to

explore the wonders of the DSVN.

So this part of my story will be about

my second visit to Vietnam and my

adventures in that most fascinating of

South East Asian countries. I will cover

my third and fourth visits in later

issues.

Of course trains weren’t the only

reason I went back to Vietnam. I had

met a lovely lady on the internet and

was travelling to meet her, but I was

still able to make some time to pursue

my rail interests. The lady is now my

partner and has taken up photographing

trains as well, a most unusual

occupation for aVietnamese lady I ‘m

sure!

I arrived in Ho Chi Minh City to meet

the lady who would become my wife

and after a day or two we headed for

the bus terminal where we boarded the

bus for the eight hour trip to Dalat.

Dalat is in the mountains and is where

Vietnamese honeymooners like to go.

The climate is mild and during colonial

times was the summer retreat for many

people from Saigon, including the last

Vietnamese Emperor Bao Dai.

Fortuitously it just happened to have

remnants of the Dalat to Thap Cham

cog railway including a seven kilometre

section still in operation as a tourist

railway (without any cogs

unfortunately).

So after exploring the town, we found

ourselves via taxi at the Dalat Railway

Station inspecting the D4H and 131

class locomotives and the strange

Russian railmotor which would become

our mode of transport.

The line that runs from Dalat is only a

remnant of the former Dalat to Thap

Cham Railway. Much of the railway

was removed after reunification to be

used on the main northsouth railway

and unfortunately, despite several

announcements to the contrary, never

returned or replaced.

As an aside I believe the rails were

never used as the cog rail profile/design

was not suitable for normal mainline

track, so a bit of a waste really.

The current line, from Dalat to Trai Mat

is about 7 km long and winds through

various rural activities, including,

because of the mild climate, many

farms growing flowers and other cool

climate crops.

The train itself consisted of the unique

(for Vietnam) Russian TU6P railmotor

and two apparently ancient four wheel

coaches, though I have a feeling that

they mightn’t be nearly as old as the

authorities would have you believe as I

don’t believe any 4 wheel coaches were

actually used in Vietnam.

One reference suggests they were built

by the Germans (!) In 2009 for the

railway as tourist vehicles but I'm sure

I've seen them in photographs of them a

bit older than that.

There is a Japanese built 131 class 262

steam locomotive but it would appear

TRAVEL
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that the 131 tank engine hasn’t operated for quite a while, and

the D4H is probably there in case the TU6P dies. Apparently

the steam locomotive is popular with newlyweds for photos.

Behind the 131 were several ancient freight vehicles in the

grey colour scheme which seems to have been the standard

during the French colonial era.

We purchased our tickets in the very pleasant waiting room

(wouldn't mind the leather couches!) and after a short delay

boarded the train. For some reason we rode in one of the

coaches rather than the railmotor, both ways. I wish now we'd

ridden in the railmotor at least one way. Another time.

The track we travelled over was quite poor and our journey

very bumpy, but I suppose as we were only travelling at a

very moderate pace it wasn't a major problem.

On the train we met a group of high school students from

Saigon who wanted to practice their English. It turned into a

sort of question and answer session with the students asking

the questions amd me doing my best to provide the answers.

The scenery was very attractive, with the hills covered with

green houses and other farms.

On arrival at Trai Mat we left the train and walked with the

other passengers to a nearby Buddhist Pagoda.

When we returned to the Trai Mat station, the train crew were

busy reversing the train for our journey back. There are no

signals on the line as only one train runs at a time so 'safe

working ' is almost no existant.

We really enjoyed our trip on the Dalat to Trai Mat line. It

was a gentle introduction to what we would see and

experience on the rest of Vietnam railways.
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From Dalat we took a small bus to the coast and experienced

what it must have been like when the trains ran all the way.

Some sections of the road followed a similar route to the

former rack railway and so included a pretty hair raising

descent into the coastal region from the mountains.

After a couple of days visiting various relatives we finally

got to see the northsouth mainline at Thap Cham.

Thap Cham is one of the busier stations on the northsouth

mainline, though not all passenger trains stop there.

The current station building is not that old but quite

impressive in it's own way, designed to resemble the local

Cham architectural style which you can also see in a group of

Cham religious buildings on the top of a nearby hill. On a

later trip I discovered that one building appears to be the

original French Colonial station building and it's still in use.

The yard had quite a few freight vehicles as well.

The final 'railway' part of my trip was a visit to Saigon

Station.

(Continued on page 22)



MAPPING THE OLD SAIGON
STATION

Over the past several years I have built up a small
collection of maps of an earlier Saigon with the old
Saigon Station marked. Below is a small sample. To
see more examples and the maps full size look on the
Railways in Vietnam website.

Right:

This French
map is dated
1949. The
Saigon Station
is left middle.
The tramway to
the river
doesn't appear
to be shown.
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Left:

The date of our second map is
also unknown. Again it's
French, with the Saigon
Railway Station and yard in
the middle left but at a
different angle to the other
maps. Unlike the other two
maps, no attempt has been
made to actually represent the
station or the yard attached to
it. In this view the tramway to
the river is shown as well as
the 'Tramway to Cholon" in
the top left hand corner.

The three maps shown here are in the French
language so presumably originate from colonial times
before 1954 when the Republic of Vietnam (Sth
Vietnam) and the Peoples' Republic of Vietnam (Nth
Vietnam) were established.
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Below: French map of Saigon, date unknown. The Saigon Railway Station (gare) is number 36
on the map. The map also shows the tramway leading to the Saigon River. Non railway locations
of interest include the 'Palais du Governeur General' later the South Vietnam President's
residence. The building marked on this map was destroyed in the 1960's, and replaced with the
current "ReUnification Palace". Also note the 'Marche Central' (no. 35) now known as Ben
Thanh Market.



The Ubiquitous
D1 9E Class
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LOCOMOTIVES

There are now 80 members of this useful metre guage
DieselElectric locomotive class operating in Vietnam.

The first 40 were built in China by CSR (China
Southern), the next 20 appear to have been assembled
in Vietnam from CSR parts and the final 20 were built
in Vietnam. They are CSR's model CKD7F.

They have Caterpillar diesel engines developing some
1950 hp hence 'D19E' class. Traction motors are CSR
designed. They weigh about 80 tonnes and have a
maximum speed of 120 km/h but I doubt they have
ever travelled so fast.

They can be seen anywhere from Saigon to Hanoi and
all points north (except on the standard guage of
course).

There are two 'styles' or body shapes, a squarer body
shape for the first 40 in red white and blue, which
matches the mainline express coach colour scheme,
and a more rounded shape for the second 40 painted in
a garish purple and blue colour scheme, but the
internals appear to be the same for all the units.

Due to their 'carbody' design they can be driven from
either end making them more flexible.

Unlike some rail systems where locomotive classes
have specific duties you can find D19E pulling

Above: D19E960 (second body style) pulls into Thap
Cham Station on a south bound (Saigon) passenger
service.

I f you want to find out more and see more

images, see the Railways in Vietnam website.

anything from SE1 the premier
HanoiSaigon Express to lowly
'pickup' freights and anything in
between.

The brake hoses etc at each end
are very basic so I doubt they
could ever be 'doubleheaded'
though I'm sure someone will
prove me wrong!

Along with the German built
D20E class these are the most
modern locomotives in the VNR
fleet.

Basic Dimensions are:

Wheel arrangement: Co-Co

Length: 1 6892 mm

Width: 2900 mm

Height: 3900 mm

Weight: 78/81 tonne

Engine: Caterpil lar CAT 351 2B 1 445 kw/1 950 hp

Traction Engines: JF21 7B

Max Speed: 1 20 kph



GALLERY

Right: The small station at Trai
Mat, the curent terminus of the
Dalat branch.

Below: The rather stylish main
building of Hue Station

Far Right: One of the new
modified G covered vans (a
round roof rather than angled)
at Saigon Station.

Below Right: Czech built D12E
637 shunting (switching) at a
northern station in the rain.
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I spend some time surfing the interweb
looking for anything which may relate to
Railways in Vietnam. I discovered this gem
on a website dedicated to SACM. The
drawing appears to be of one of the 231
class steam locomotives. The drawing has
them numbered as 10001009. There is a
builder's photo of 1008 (see page 26).
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Ga Hong Ha/Hong Ha Station Version 1(or it's
alternative title 'Thanh Pho Hong Ha'/Hong Ha
City) was an N scale model railway layout which was
started in 2010 and was dismantled in 2013, though
two sections have been incorporated into Version 2
which is currently being built.

My initial aim was to build an experimental
diorama/module in N scale to see what could be
achieved. And then it just grew, until it took up more
than half of my garage with the car having to sleep
outside.

My ever practical wife (The city/station is named after
her) decided that this wasn't such a good arrangement so
suggested if I made it a bit smaller it might fit into part
of the spare room and the car might be able to come in
from the cold.

She was right and version 2 of the layout is now well on
the way.

But this story is about version 1and version 2 will have
to wait for another time.

The first decision I had to make was what scale was I
going to build my layout in. Most track in Vietnam is
metre gauge so that made it more interesting. I didn't
have a lot of space at the time, and I had a lot of bits and
pieces in N scale,so despite looking at H0m, TTm (TT
using N scale track) I finally decided on Japanese N
scale (1:150) which on nine millimetre track gave a
slight narrow gauge effect, the same 'trick' as Japanese

N Scale modelers use to represent their 3 foot 6 inch
track. If was starting today I think I might go for what
the New Zealanders call NZ120 scale (1:120 on N scale
track and using n scale mechanisms), but it's probably
too late for me. I believe some modellers in Thailand
have adopted 1:100 as their scale, another version of
TT.

I also thought I would be able to use Japanese buildings
etc as they're Asian too aren't they? I was only partly
right with this one. I have since discovered that not all
pagodas are the same!

My intial baseboard was a 120cm x 60 cm board I had
left over from another project built using traditional
pine timber frame and plywood top..

I laid some track to represent a small station and yard
with crossing loop. most Vietnamese stations are pretty
similar, one or more low level platforms, one of which
is the main line, and several loops or passing sidings to
enable trains to pass each other, because Vietnam track
is nearly all single line.

It wasn't too long before I got the 'bug' to extend the
module into a full layout, so several more modules
were constructed including two 'end' modules. The plan
was to have a 'fiddle' yard behind the main boards with
trains emerging onto the main section from either end.

As it happened this was the final design of the layout,
but it never really operated properly.

(Continued on Page 1 6)

GA HONG HA VERSION 1
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I also decided that the layout would have a more
specific focus than just 'somewhere in Vietnam' so
decided that it would be somewhere on the northsouth
mainline in Phan RangNinh Tuan province. So I
invented a new city "Thanh Pho Hong Ha (Hong Ha
City)".

However there were several major problems that I
hadn't envisaged when I set out.

The first was the total lack of locomotives and rolling
stock available commercially. I have since found
several possibles but it's still a major problem.
Scratchbuilding is the solution to the problem, and a bit
of kitbashing but it certainly slows down the
development of your layout.

The second problem related to my lack of knowledge
of the 'real' railway I was attempting to model. This is
much less of a problem now but at the time I had only
had any familiarity with the system for less than 12
months.

Questions such as "what does a VNR level crossing
look like?" and "what do Vietnamese signals look like?
and "What colour are station platforms and what are

they made of?" were the sorts of questions I needed to
ask.

Despite these issues I ploughed on learning an awful lot
along the way. I have found photos and videos on the
Vietnam Railways Forum particularly useful and extend
thanks to the forum members for that.

I constructed a couple of container wagons from US
outline flat wagons. When painted blue they certainly

looked the part but perhaps the blue is a little too bright.
I scratchbuilt an 'XT' brake van and was reasonably
happy with it. I kitbashed a US 40ft gondola into a "H"
open wagon. Not bad.

But the real problem so far has been the lack of
decals/transfers. The Vietnamese alphabet has lots of
extra 'tones' etc. As well the DSVN uses a sort of stencil
type of lettering on it's freight wagons. So far
scratchbuilt and kitbashed rolling stock are 'unlettered'.

I've tried making 'home made' decals in the past with
some success but white and yellow, the two common
DSVN marking colours are a bit problematic, so I'll see
what a custom decal maker can do for me.

Another problem has been the availability of 'tropical'
scenery materials or rather the lack of, such as coconut
palms (as opposed to the date palms that are available) ,
banana trees, simulated rice etc, particularly in N scale.
Most scenery products are 'cold' climate in nature, even
the JTT brand ones which are actually manufactured in
Vietnam (though not for sale in that country). I have
been experimenting with 'DIY' versions with only
partial success. I've said this before, but 'oh! for an N
scale banana tree'!

While I had a short DSVN freight train to operate I
never had a fully operating locomotive, so when I did
run trains they were pulled by 'standin' locomotives,
models that looked vaguely like DSVN ones. The model
D19E you see in the photos is actually a reduced version
of a larger cardboard model designed by a Vietnamese
modeller sitting on an American chassis. It just sat in a
siding and 'looked' the part.

Ultimately the layout was too big. It was never
completed, but was reduced in size to become Version 2.
More about that in the next issue.
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THE RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS OF
VIETNAM
By Tim Doling
Published By White Lotus, Bangkok, Thailand

Tim Dolings definitive book on the Railways and
Tramways of Vietnam has been available for some time
now.

This quite thick book matches previous books from this
publisher on the Railways of Thailand and Cambodia.

The black and white cover photo of a 131 class steam
locomotive on a black and white cover is interesting but
a bit flat perhaps. I'll have more to say about the use of
colour in this book later in the review.

The amount of research that Tim has done is highly
commendable. He appears to have good contacts in a
country where information is not always easy to come
by.

Unfortunately there are a number of errors scattered
throughout the book such as the BB907/D9E class being
built by EMD (it was in fact built by GE) and the first
D10H class having a 400hp engine when it fact it had
two 500hp engines making 1000hp, hence D10H class.
Hopefully these can be corrected if there is a second
edition.

Where Tim's book shines is his account of the early
history of railways in Vetnam. The information he has

collected and published is of great value to anyone
studying Vietnamese Railway history in English,
though, in my opinion, perhaps he concentrates a little
too much on political and social movements and not
enough on technical aspects but that comes from my
personal bias. For example there is virtually nothing on
early freight or passenger rolling stock either what they
looked like, who built them, or what classes and codes
were used. I know this information is hard to come by
but I'm sure it exists somewhere. I suppose it is here
that Tim is obviously not a 'railway man', so has other
priorities.

The section on what was happening in the North during
the war is particularly interesting as this sort of
information is not readily available in the West.

Also, unlike the book on Thai railways from the same
publisher there are no line diagrams of locomotives,
rolling stock or infrastructure. This would have been of
great use to anyone thinking about modelling. Oh for a
diagram of a 141 class! Maybe an opening for a second
volume or another author?

Probably the most disappointing aspect of the book is
the lack of colour. Sure there are a number of colour
pages at the end of the book but they are used almost
exclusively for maps. The section on modern
locomotives is all in black and white. There must be
thousands of recent colour photographs of locomotives
and rolling stock and station buildings for that matter,
some I'm sure taken by Tim himself. In this day and
age colour printing and black and white printing are
similar in cost so I don't understand why this is so.

Anyway, despite these admittedly minor issues, this
book is a must have for anyone with an interest in
Railways in Vietnam. I wonder if Tim could find a
collaborator to translate his work into Vietnamese?

On my recent trip I had a look at several bookshops but
noone seemed to carry the book so I'm not sure where
or if it's available in Vietnam.

I got my copy from the Australian Railway Historical
Society Bookshop in Sydney, Australia.
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FRATTESCHI GE U5B
HO/OO Scale
Made in Brazil

Microace C1 2 class in N Scale

The U5B is a slightly smaller version of the U8B
manufactured by General Electric. The U8B is of
course the ubiquitous BB907/D9E Class in service for
nearly 50 years in Vietnam and still going strong.

The U5B/U6B was used in a number of other countries
including the Philipines and New Zealand.

Because the model is slightly overscale (more 00 than
HO) it is probably right for an HO D9E.

The model comes in several colour schemes and

unpainted which is the one I purchased.

The model has quite good detail and certainly looks the
part, though the bogie side frames are of a different
design to those used on the D9E so some modellers may
want to correct that.

The model is fitted with NEM type loop couplings as
used by many European manufacturers so these should
be replaced with Kadees.

There are a couple of detail differences between the
U6B and the U8B. Modellers who want to be accurate
may want to add several toolboxes etc that are missing
on the U5B.

I have so far spray painted my model green, but because
of the very dark grey base colour it looks very dark,
more BB907 green than D9E green so maybe I will
create two, one of each type.

Hopefully I will have an article in the next issue about
some of my modifications.

Frateschi products are not always easy to find. They do
have an English language website. I got my model at
HobbyCo in Sydney, Australia.

The C12 class was a 262 tank engine used on the
Japanese 3ft 6inch network for many years. Some of
them migrated to northern China during WWII and
finally to North Vietnam in the 1950s/60s. I am not
aware of exactly how many but it would seem based on
the class numbers 30+ found their way to Vietnam (with
a guage change of course) as the 131 class.

The 1/150 scale Microace model has been available off
and on for some years and as far as this reviewer is
aware is the only N Scale ready to run commercial
model of a Vietnamese metre gauge locomotive either
steam or diesel.

I've been trying to get one of these models for a couple
of years and finally found one in stock on a US online
hobby shop website.

The model represented a version with smoke deflectors
so I removed them with a razor saw the day after it
arrived. It also comes fitted with 'rapido' style coupler
at the back which I haven't replaced yet with a more
accurate MicroTrains one.

Detail on the model is excellent but difficult to see
because of it's small size. I think a little weathering is in
order to bring out the detail.

The model certainly looks like a 131 class, when
comparing it with photos of the real thing, but I must
say I have been a little disappointed in it's 'handling'.
Japanese models are usually very good in the
mechanism department but this model has a tendancy to
lurch every now and then. Maybe it will get better the
more I use it. Unfortunately a small diesel I recently
bought from the same manufacturer has a similar
tendancy so maybe it won't improve.



Japanese Building Kits in 1 /1 50
N Scale
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There are a wide range of building kits available in
Japanese N scale (1/150) from manufacturers such as
Kato, Tomytec (Tomix) and Greenmax.

Many of them can be used on a Vietnam based
layout with only minor alterations.

These buildings are often called kits but many come
already loosely assembled. They have lugs which
neatly clip into slots. I have had the occasional one
not fit very well but generally they are a nice fit.
You can re-assemble them with glue or just leave
them as they are.

In this review I'm briefly looking at two buildings, a
small factory complex and a generic government office
building.

The office building is available in several different
colour schemes. For me it didn't matter what colour it
was as I intended to paint it white, the current
Vietnamese Government building colour (until recently
they were all a sandy yellow colour).

The model is manufactured by Kato. It consists of a
modern three floor square building with a flat roof and a
grand entrance. It could probably be used as a hotel as
well as it's intended use. The model comes with various
Japanese script signs which are of no use to me, so I've
made some red and yellow Vietnamese signs, including
the Vietnamese coat of arms which appears on all

I still have to add Vietnamese details such as numbers
etc.

Maybe I'll follow Dalat's lead and just leave it in a
siding for my miniature wedding parties to have their
photo taken.

Vietnamese Government buildings. This one will be the
local People's Committee building and will have a
police station next to it.

All the windows are already firmly in place which
means the clear 'glass' is as well, a problem if you want
to spray paint your model. There are too many windows
to either remove them or paint over them with some
form of model sealer. I brush painted mine.

A very nice model and great value for the price. I got
mine from the Japanese Ebay store "PlazaJapan".

This model is manufactured by Tomy under it's Tomytec
label.

It consists of a building which is some sort of small
workshop/small factory on a base with a fence
surrounding most of it, nicely painted unlike some
European manufactureres who use unpainted shiny
coloured plastic and charge a lot more.

I have seen lots of small workshops like this all along
the roads in Vietnam so the model would look right at
home. Again the Japanese signs are not useable but a
computer and colour printer will soon create
replacements as in the photo above.

Like a lot of Japanese 'kits' the parts are almost all
already assembled using 'lugs'. The modeller only has to
add the accessory parts such as forklifts, packing cases
etc. Again some modellers may want to glue the parts
but they seem quite firm just clipped together.

There are several similar kits with slightly different
buildings and colours etc and they are all useful
additions to any layout.

These models aren't available all the time so if you see
one grab it.
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Dalat Restoration. . . . . . . .

The 76yearold Da Lat Railway Station, a national relic, will

undergo a restoration process under a plan recently approved

by the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism of Lam Dong

Province.

The project will earmark VND22 billion (US$1.04 million) for

the restoration of the Frenchbuilt iconic station in the Central

Highlands city. The provincial government has also backed

Vietnam Railways to be the investor of the restoration project.

Vietnam Railways is the current operator of the railway station

which was designed in 1932 by French architects Moncet and

Reveron, and opened in 1938.

The station will have its terminal, repairing facilities, and

other units restored.

However, it is unclear when the restoration will start and

finish.

Dalat Railway Station is the first station on the Phan Rang –

Da Lat route, and is considered “the station at the highest

altitude of Vietnam” as it sits 1,500m above sea level.

Recognized as a national relic in 2001, Dalat Railway Station

stopped serving passenger trains for a long time.

But it is now an interesting tourism destination where visitors

can take what could be the country’s shortest rail route from

Dalat to Trai Mat, which used to be the retreat camp of

Vietnam’s last king, Bao Dai.

On the sevenkm rail route departing from Dalat Railway

Station, tourists can enjoy a splendid view of some of Dalat’s

spectacles, a worthwhile and relaxing experience.

At Trai Mat station, the train stops for about 30 minutes so that

tourists can take a leisurely stroll around the local market or

pay a visit to the nearby Linh Phuoc pagoda.

Director General Demoted. . .

The Vietnamese Ministry of Transport has issued a decision

to relieve the general director of the stateowned Vietnam

Railways Corporation (VRC), Nguyen Dat Tuong, of his

post for ineffective performance.

Deputy Minister of Transport Nguyen Ngoc Dong on

Tuesday announced the decision, under which Tuong will be

replaced by Vu Ta Tung, deputy general director of the VRC

and general director of the Saigon Railway Passenger

Transportation Company.

Tuong, taking office in July 2011, will be only a member of

the VRC’s Board of Members, the decision said.

The reason for the replacement is that Tuong has failed to

run the corporation’s affairs effectively, according to the

Ministry of Transport.

Transport Minister Dinh La Thang said, “Tuong is a good

man. He has a good virtue, but he hasn’t worked effectively,

so I have to replace him. He leads an agency but he has let

its activities stagnate, so he must be assigned to do another

job.”

This replacement was made about a month after police

arrested six railway officials for their involvement in an

alleged bribery case, in which the leader of a Japanese

consultant firm said it had paid over US$780,000 in

kickbacks in exchange for an ODAfunded project order in

Vietnam.

The alleged graft was uncovered when Japan’s Yomiuri

Shimbun newspaper reported in March that Tamio

Kakinuma, president of Japan Transportation Consultants,

Inc. (JTC), had admitted allegations that the firm paid ¥80

million ($782,640) in bribes in return for an ODA (official

development assistance) project order worth ¥4.2 billion

($41,088,600) in Vietnam.

In two articles published on March 20 and 21, the Japanese

newspaper alleged that JTC bribed civil servants in

Vietnam, Indonesia, and Uzbekistan from February 2008 to

February of this year with ¥130 million ($1,271,790) in

order to receive orders for five Japanese ODAfunded

projects in these countries.
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We travelled to Saigon on SE7, arriving in Saigon in
the early evening. It was pleasant six hour trip from
Thap Cham and one which I enjoyed very much.
My wife's sister accompanied us as she was going to
visit the hospital in Saigon so while they chatted I
was left to observe the country side and the rail
infrastructure.

Saigon Station is situated a few kilometres west of
District 1 and is called Saigon Station not Ho Chi
Minh Station.

It's the current southern terminus of the NorthSouth
line, 1760 kms from Hanoi.

Inside the entrance is Chinese built 141158 on a
plinth. These locomotives must have been quite
impressive in steam, but 158 doesn't look like it will
ever move again. Pity. It was a bit dirty and worn on
my first visit. On my recent 2014 visit I discovered it
had been cleaned up and repainted and really looked

'the goods'. Just hope it can be maintained in this
condition.

The station was very busy with crates and bags
and motor bikes being loaded onto various
baggage vans on one side of the station, and a
million motorbikes parked next to almost as
many taxis( I exagerate only slightly, this is
Saigon after all). Inside the main station building
was a quite large area of seats with places where
you can buy tickets, There is a Truong Nguyen
Coffee shop and a Lotteria Burger joint.

You normally can't go onto the platforms until
just before train arrivals and departures, but my
wife convinced the security people that I was a
little crazy so they let us onto the platforms. You

know, "that crazy but nice train buff from
Australia  as Douglas Adams would have said
"Mostly Harmless".

The main activity consisted of US built D9E217
shuffling around shunting (switching) passenger
consists ready for the afternoon departures.

Later Chinese built D19E931 (First version)
departed for the north on a passenger train.

There were quite a few passenger coaches lined up
on the platforms and a small number of freight
vehicles as well as a track inspection vehicle
which I found out later was also of Chinese origin.

I enjoyed my first exploration of Vietnam
Railways and returned to Australia ready and
raring to go for another visit and wiith lots of
photos and experiences to absorb.

(Continued from Page 8)



HISTORIC HANOI STATION
Earlier Days in Photos
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Right: An aerial shot of the main Hanoi
Station buiding and yard. Note the
central part of the structure has yet to be
destroyed and the relatively sparse land
use around the station compared to the
situation today.

Left: The track side of Hanoi station with a 220
class ready to depart with a passenger train. The
locomotive is pointing south so presumably will be
heading in that direction. These stylish 440
locomotives were built by several French
manufacturers and delivered between 1900 1910.
Several were still in service in the south up until the
early 1970's.

Right: If you've wondered why the modern
Hanoi Station building has a bit in the
middle made of besser bricks that doesn't
quite match, here's the reason why. During
the American War US bombers scored a
direct hit on the main structure. Being in
the middle of a war, North Vietnam rebuilt
the station as best it could within the
resources available. I imagine it would
have been seen as a waste of money to
rebuild as before and have it bombed
again.

Built in 1902 Hanoi station building is
said to have been modelled on several
station buildings in France. It is quite
grandeous compared to the very
mundane buildings constructed in
Saigon at about the same time.
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Left: This very early
photo of Hanoi Station
shows a very large French
flag flying over the
entrance and more
interestingly the side
sections only having a
single floor. Compare with
the other photos where
there is a second row of
windows above the
ground floor. The
entrance also seems to be
a different colour or
texture to the rest of the
building, not obvious in
the later photos

Right: Another shot of the main
entrance. Again Chinese style
rickshaws are evident. The clock is
showing 10.00 presumably a
quieter part of the day. The buiding
now has it's second floor and an
awning above the ground floor,
presumably to protect passengers
from the Hanoi sun.

Left: This classic
photo of the main
Hanoi Station building
shows it's lines to
great advantage. Note
the traditional
Chinese style
'rickshaw' lined up
outside the entrance.



Proposed First and Second Lines
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Above: The poster displayed opposite Ben Thanh
Market over the site of the first station.

Below: An artists impression of the "Opera House"
Station.

Progress appears to be very slow on the first section
of the Ho Chi Minh Metro.

The original plan called for the first section to be in
operation some time in 2015 but 2018 is being quoted
now. With allegations of large amounts of loan money
disappearing into private pockets, and disagreements
over land reclamation, the Saigon Metro Project (and
the one in Hanoi as well) is not going as well as
originally planned.

With an official population of close to 9 million people,
Ho Chi Minh City is in desperate need of a proper
urban transit system. The buses just can't handle the
population. Anyone who has been stuck in the
horrendous traffic of afternoon peak will know what I'm
talking about.

The first station will be opposite Ben Thanh Market
ironically under the same site as an earlier Saigon
Station. Plans call for a grandeos underground shopping
mall as well. What with the mall and the nearby twin
towers now under construction, central Ho Chi Minh
City won't know itself when it's all completed.

Trains are planned to run every 10 minutes. The inner
2.7 km will be underground and have 3 stations but
further out the track will ride on viaducts above ground.

A recent meeting of the Ho Chi Minh City People's
Committee expressed their concern at the slow pace and
urged investors and contractors to speed up the
construction. The first line is planned to carry 620,000
people everday when it's fully operational.

The line is currently planned to have 14 stations and be
completed in 2018.

Can't wait!
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